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Dean Roper

About the Report
W

e are always searching for case
studies of news media companies
transforming their organisations to share
with our members. And most, no matter
where they reside, are already on a clear
path in this ongoing journey.
Naturally, there are some news organisations that are seemingly more advanced
than others, such as Schibsted in Scandinavia, Axel Springer in Germany, The New
York Times, The Washington Post, etc., and
those have been well-documented. But it is
also worth shining a light on some companies that are at a different stage in the process and not even in the classical newspaper
business; there are valuable lessons we can
learn from other industries.
The case of Aller Media Oy in Finland is a
bit of both: perhaps not super advanced but
well on its way, and in the media business
but coming from the popular magazine
direction. The publisher is part of the Aller
Media group, based in Denmark and with
other companies in Sweden and Norway.
This case came to our attention in August of
last year after Dr. Noora Alanne, Executive
Director of the Media Industry Research
Foundation of Finland, shared a draft of the
research report that she and her husband,
Aki Alanne, were working on as part of her
doctoral thesis. This spring, Noora kindly
agreed that we could adapt her academic
report, including adding interviews with the
company’s then CEO, Pauli Aalto-Setälä,
and Director of Media Business, Elina
Schüller. Our thanks go to Noora and to our
Managing Editor, Anton Jolkovski, for the
adaptation you have in front of you.
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Essentially, Aller Media Finland realised years ago that its
traditional business model (relying mostly on print circulation and ad revenue) was severely challenged (sound familiar?) and probably doomed over time – especially in the
highly competitive, digital media savvy landscape in the
Nordics. So they took the bold decision to pivot to digital,
selling off many still-profitable print products yet strengthening the remaining print products. All the while investing
in and “acquiring” data / digital knowledge and assets.
The company deployed a two-pronged strategy: reactive
(short-term turnaround) and proactive (invest for future
growth). So far, that seems to have worked, since 40 percent of the company’s revenues now come from its digital
activities. Yes, there are other publishers (not many) that
are earning that much from digital, but again, Aller Media
Finland is not that far along in its quest. For example, it is
just now starting to seriously explore online paid content
strategies. It is worth a look.
Often it is the inevitable failures of publishers’ efforts
during such a change process that they, and others, take to
heart and learn from for the future. So a big bow to both
Aalto-Setälä and Schüller for sharing some of those with
us. That failure-acceptance mentality is just one takeaway
from this overall culture change case study.
We promise our members to continue to share similar case
studies from around the world – so if you feel your company is a worthy candidate to feature, please let us know!

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

Executive Summary

Takeaways
1.

2.

3.

Invaluable data: As demonstrated by the success of Aller’s Data
Refinery subsidiary, the importance of
consumer data cannot be overstated.
With the right skills, data stores can be
exploited to improve the profitability of
products and services, and providing
data-agency services to external customers can create a substantial new revenue stream. Aller’s acquisition of the
online discussion forum Suomi24, with
its wealth of consumer data, opened a
myriad of opportunities.

B2B: Extending core competencies
such as journalistic expertise and social
media know-how into B2B activities can
result in a lucrative business, especially
in concert with data skills.

4.

Patience with cultures: Often, acqui-

5.

Breaking down silos: Internal changes

6.

The long view: Success in digital
transformation requires looking several
years ahead. In some cases it makes
sense to sell off currently profitable
print products, such as Aller’s monthly magazines, if those products are
deemed likely to slide into the red in the
near future. The income from the sales
can be used for digital expansion.

TAKEAWAYS

7.

sitions represent the better opportunity to bring
new expertise and other resources on board, as
opposed to organic growth – but it is advisable
to exercise patience when integrating a newly
acquired operation. If the corporate cultures are
significantly different, aligning them will likely
take time.
in corporate culture can be induced by creating
common goals for all staff members and measuring progress toward those goals, creating interdepartmental working groups, and adopting a
pan-organisational content management system.

Collaboration: Legacy publishers such as
Aller face a serious challenge when competing
for talented young employees. Those employees
should not be expected to stay with the company
for extended periods, and creating a collaborative,
as opposed to hierarchical, workplace culture is
vital in order to attract and keep them for even a
few years.
OK to fail: Creating a more risk-friendly
environment by reducing the fear of failure
– endemic in publishing companies – is essential
but far from easy. In Aller’s case the CEO took
full responsibility for a sizeable investment that
fell flat, demonstrating for all to see that failure is
acceptable rather than catastrophic.

WAN-IFRA REPORT
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About Aller Media Finland
Aller Media Finland is part of Aller Holding A/S, a
family-owned media group based in Denmark that
has holdings in Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland. The company was founded in Copenhagen in
1873, and expanded into Sweden and Norway in the
late 19th century and into Finland in 1992.

Key facts
W Founded in 1992 as the Finnish subsidiary
of Copenhagen-based Aller Holding, family-owned parent of media group that also
has operations in Norway, Sweden and
Denmark
W Privately owned
W 220 employees
W Three business units: Media Business (B2C),
Marketing Services (B2B), and Platforms
W Publisher of weekly consumer magazines
Seiska, an entertainment title; Katso, a TV
program guide; and associated websites
W Consumer brands also include Suomi24, a
nationwide community forum, and Suomi24
Treffit (Dating)
W B2B brands include Aller Ideas, a content
marketing firm; Dingle, a social media marketing agency; and Data Refinery
W Total turnover 44 million euros (2017-18)
W Proportion of total turnover from digital: 40
percent
W Paid content strategy: in early experimental
phase
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Today, Aller Media claims to be the leading
publisher of magazines and newspapers in
the Nordic region, with a total weekly circulation of 2.7 million issues, according to the
group’s website.
In 2017-18 group revenue was 4.542 billion
Danish krone (about 608 million euros at
today’s exchange rate), according to the
annual report. Operating profit (EBITDA)
was 370 million krone (about 49.5 million
euros). It is interesting to note that 56% of
the managers in the group were women,
according to the report.
Each of the Aller holdings operates largely
independently, but there is cooperation
among them in areas where it is deemed
suitable, and some initiatives are undertaken at the group level.
Over the last five years Aller Media Finland has sold its monthly magazine titles.
In 2018 it sold its last four monthlies: Fit,
focused on fitness and well-being; Home
and Kitchen; Elle, which was licensed from
Hearst; and My Time, which was focused
on people aged 50-70. It sold those titles to
Fokus Media, a Finnish company focused
exclusively on print magazines.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

It continues to own and print two weekly
magazines: Seiska, an entertainment magazine focused on gossip and paparazzi pictures,
dealing with mostly domestic celebrities; and
Katso, a TV program guide that also includes
editorial content about television. Together they
are claimed to have 1.6 million readers. It also
has a picture agency, All Over Press.
Aller Media Finland acquired the largest online
community platform in Finland, Suomi24, in
2010. In May 2014 it launched the Aller Ideas
content marketing operation, which is focused
on producing website content and magazines
for customers. One of its largest clients is the
Vepsalainen chain of furniture stores.
Later in 2014 Aller acquired the then five-yearold Finnish marketing communications agency
Dingle, which specialised in social media. In
2017 Aller reinforced its marketing services
range by acquiring CEO Helsinki, which acts
as a strategic partner for sales, marketing and
service development for companies.

That move made Aller Media the first media company
in Finland to commercialise its data for external use, it
claims. Data Refinery has gained major Finnish brands
as customers and has expanded into other Nordic countries as well.

Company structure
Aller Media Finland has three business units: Media
Business, Marketing Services, and Platforms. Following a restructuring in 2017, the Media Business unit is
responsible for all consumer and advertising content
published by the company, plus All Over Press. (See interview with Elina Schüller, Director of Media Business,
on page 24). The Marketing Services unit includes Aller
Ideas, Dingle, Data Refinery and CEO Helsinki. The
Platforms unit includes Suomi24 and the dating service
portal Suomi24 Dates.

Note on nomenclature
For the sake of brevity, in this report “Aller” refers to the
Finnish company unless otherwise stated.

In that year the company also founded Data
Refinery, a subsidiary that aims to attract corporate customers that want to commercialise
their data for sales purposes, and that want to
develop their existing business with data.

ABOUT ALLER MEDIA FINLAND
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Introduction

A two-pronged approach
At the beginning of the current decade, Aller Media Finland’s
financial situation began to reflect consumers’ migration
away from print publications and toward digital media outlets and social media platforms. For several years, the magazine publisher experienced a steady decline in revenue from
consumer sales (subscriptions and newsstand sales) along
with a slight decline in advertising revenue. Thus the company faced a choice: become a digitally-oriented enterprise and
re-establish itself as a competitor on the media market – and
perhaps other markets as well – or face gradual but certain
decline.

Aller decided on a course of digital transformation and began implementing what we
have designated as reactive and proactive
strategies. This report examines Aller’s
journey and describes how it has executed its
reactive strategy, which aims to compensate
for diminishing print revenues by exploiting
digital publishing platforms, including social
media; and its proactive strategy, which aims
to ensure long-term growth by entering entirely new business areas.
The strategies have so far proved successful.
The company has restructured itself, leveraged its strengths in new ways, acquired new
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assets and conquered new markets. It has done all that
while strengthening the remaining parts of its print
business. It also has begun a profound and continuing culture change. CEO Pauli Aalto-Setälä said, “We
have transformed ourselves from a magazine company
to a diversified business group with a data agency
and marketing companies, but we are still in the media
business with our weekly magazines. So we are quite
different than we were seven years ago when we started
this transformation.”
[Editor’s note: In June 2019 Aalto-Setälä resigned
his post to become Managing Director of Dentsu Aegis
Network Ltd., a global marketing services group.]

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

The diagram below illustrates the transformation in brief. It does not necessarily reflect the
sequence in which the various measures were
taken.
Some seven years after beginning the transformation, about 40 percent of Aller’s revenues come from digital operations, said
Aalto-Setälä, who anticipates that figure will
plateau at 50 percent in five years’ time (see
Q&A on page 20). In the media business unit,
which is responsible for all B2C content, the
figure is getting close to 30 percent, according
to Director of Media Business Elina Schüller
(see Q&A on page 24).

Today the company receives its revenue from four areas:

WW sales of consumer magazines (subscriptions and
single-copy sales)

WW advertising sales
WW digital services (B2C)
WW B2B marketing services
Looking into the future, Aalto-Setälä said, “In five to 10
years, I strongly believe we will have even more digital
platforms. The overall trend is toward platforms
and technology, and we are building more meeting
points where people can connect and be informed and
entertained. I believe in a platform-based scenario for
the future of our company.”

The reactive and proactive strategies at Aller Media Finland

INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 1: Reactive Strategy

Rapid adaptation
As mentioned, the goal of the company’s reactive strategy was to compensate for diminished revenues from print
publishing. To do that, Aller needed to adapt to its audiences’ shifting media consumption habits. It needed to
move rapidly beyond its core business of printing magazines, selling ads in them, and marketing them to consumers. It would have to plunge into digital publishing and
take lessons in flexibility, social-media shareability, and
analytics capabilities from such pure players as BuzzFeed
and Vice.
Still-profitable monthlies sold
The pressure was on: In 2014 the largest drop
in consumer sales to date occurred, spurring
the company’s decision in 2015 to stop its
unprofitable print products and lay off eight
employees. A few years later the company
started selling off its remaining four monthly
magazines even though they were still profitable. Director of Media Business Elina Schüller
explained, “We wanted to act before we were
forced to make other drastic changes. All of
those magazines were still profitable, but we
saw that they didn’t have a long future, and
within the next couple of years some of them
wouldn’t be profitable any more. At Aller, we
prefer to act before circumstances force us to
do so. So we sold them and got a reasonable

10
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price, instead of waiting two or three years and getting
much less.” The ultimate purpose of the sales was, of
course, to bring in funds that could be invested to bring
about digital transformation.
That transformation was destined to be dramatic,
Schüller said. “At that time Aller was very closely tied to
its legacy. And most of the people who worked here had
been here for somewhere around 20 years. There had
been very few newcomers in the media business. It was
a bit difficult and it caused some pain to change the ways
people work, since Seiska was still very profitable. But
we had to do it, to inspire these people and show them
the future beyond the next month’s or year’s time. We
needed to look five years down the road, to see where we
were going and prepare for that.”

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

As seen in the graphic on page 9, the first
step consisted of taking the contents that
had been created for the print products and
distributing them electronically. That was
followed by extension and enhancement of
the contents with interactivity, multimedia
features, and presence on social media.
To truly move into the digital age, though, a
metamorphosis was needed. The print-centric systems for generating, processing
and distributing content would have to be
replaced. The customer experience across
offline and online platforms needed to be
drastically improved. Silo-like structures
for individual publications would have to be
torn down.

Design Desk boosts efficiency
After the layoffs, Aller management sought
to improve the efficiency of the publishing
process by creating a centralised design
team called the Design Desk. It consisted of
all the art directors and graphic designers in
the company, each of whom had up to that
point worked for an individual print product. That reduced duplication of effort and
ensured more stable availability of designer
resources for all products, since the team
could allocate the tasks according to their
level of priority.

CMS spurs change in mindset
But by far the largest leap was the implementation of
a content management system (CMS). The new platform allowed employees to use a single interface when
creating and publishing content, independently of the
platform on which the content was to be distributed.
The implementation required mapping the publishing
process and examining each of the editorial operations,
and then completely redesigning the publishing infrastructure and workflow.
While some employees were looking forward to the
new system, adopting the CMS was a major challenge.
All employees had a lot of learning to do, and the new
processes and new requirements from business managers put journalists in an especially tough spot. The
project manager said the biggest need for change was in
mindset, since people needed to start regarding content
independently of publishing platforms. She said some
staffers had trouble making that adjustment and some
continue to find it difficult; the change process continues
to this day.
Business-IT team approach eases implementation: Company executives had anticipated that such a
fundamental change in the working practices of media
professionals would cause anxiety and difficulties. In
hopes of smoothing the implementation and adoption,
they created a team composed of both IT and business
managers to plan the transition. A business manager
involved in the process said that was a key step, since
changes in technical infrastructure had traditionally

The process of producing
Seiska, Aller’s weekly entertainment magazine, was
changed radically. Seiska
reaches more than 1 million
readers per week, partly
thanks to promotions such
as this one at a bus stop:
“No midsummer without
Seiska!”
Campaign visuals and photo edit: Maria Geddes.
© Aller Media Finland.
Photo: Shutterstock

REACTIVE STRATEGY
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been purely the realm of IT personnel, with
too little attention paid to the user experience
and business aspects. She said the cross-departmental cooperation played a major positive
role in the transition.
Accelerating adoption: To accelerate the
adoption process, the editors were required to
start using the new CMS very quickly to create
and publish content, after only a brief training
session. The project managers made sure that a
support team was available for the first several
weeks. Working closely with the IT department ensured that all feedback and troubleshooting requests were quickly and effectively
addressed. To commit the editors to the new
publishing process, daily KPIs (key performance indicators) for publishing on various
social media platforms were set.
Social media coordination: Designated
social media managers started to work with
journalists to coordinate publication across
platforms according to a detailed schedule.
They also began providing guidance on optimising all elements of the published content.

Digital ambassadors: While Aller’s journalists were
for the most part willing to adapt to a digital content
creation environment and were aware of the skills they
needed to develop, the company decided it needed a
project champion who made sure the changes were
implemented on a daily and weekly basis; it was clear
that simply describing the task and telling people to
carry it out would not suffice. For Aller, that meant the
publishing director had to appoint digital ambassadors
to implement and lead the changes at a grass-roots level.
KPIs build a bridge to data culture: In addition,
implementing the CMS acted as a vehicle for the introduction of new digital KPIs. In the case of Aller, the new
system enabled measurements of all journalists’ work,
giving more traction to the move away from traditional
print-oriented processes and metrics. That enabled the
company to shift its management style towards modern, data-driven management. It also was a first step in
building data competencies through analytics.
The switch to the CMS had the positive side effect of
helping to erode silos in the company, as employees
began to realise how their work affects people in other
departments.

Implementing the content management system was a first step in building data competencies
through analytics. Today at Aller, data forms the basis for many aspects of the company’s operations, including targeted advertising offers.

12
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Aller’s company culture emphasises
collaboration, openness and interdepartmental cooperation.

REACTIVE STRATEGY
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Chapter 2: Proactive Strategy

Diversify and evolve
While Aller’s reactive strategy was intended to compensate for
diminishing print revenues by restructuring operations and exploiting digital publishing platforms, its proactive strategy was aimed at
ensuring long-term growth by expanding into completely new areas. Executing that strategy would mean moving even further away
from its core business and entering new markets with new products
and services, some of which have little or no relation to publishing.
Aller management would be challenged to start up new operations
within the corporate structure, integrate startups it had acquired,
and develop new business models. It would also have to cope with
a rapidly evolving personnel market. Culture change would become
crucial.

Key elements of
Aller Media’s
proactive strategy

14
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Putting data to work
In recent years media
companies have increasingly turned their attention to data, which is
sometimes called “the
new oil” because of its
huge value as a raw material for myriad products and services. Media
executives have by and
large recognised that
potential and have been
hiring data analytics
personnel in increasing
numbers. Among their
aims: provide better user
experiences and use new
data tools to boost slowly-growing income from
digital advertising.

Acquiring insights into
online consumer behaviour
Aller’s move into the world of data took off
in 2010 with its acquisition of Suomi24,
Finland’s largest online community, which
offers dating, discussion forums and chat,
as well as email. The platform was launched
in 1998 and has nearly 2 million registered

PROACTIVE STRATEGY

users (compared to Finland’s total population of 5.5
million), according to Utopia, providers of AI software
to the operation. It has more than 3 million visitors each
month, posting 6 million messages annually – 16,500
posts every day – according to Utopia’s website. The data
collected by Suomi24 thus contains invaluable insights
into the online behaviour of a sizeable portion of Finland’s populace.
The acquisition has helped Aller gain a leading position
in data-driven advertising and led it to create new business units. Using smarter data, the company has:

WW found a way to serve readers better with more personalised content,

WW created more value for advertisers, and
WW developed new offerings outside its core business.

Commercialising data
In 2017 Aller spun its data operations off into a newly formed
subsidiary called Data Refinery
that aims to attract corporate
customers, both in Finland and abroad, that want to
commercialise their data for sales purposes and want to
develop their existing business with data.
“Our data team has worked almost like a startup inside
our company from the very beginning,” Aller Media Finland CEO Pauli Aalto-Setälä said at the time. “Now we
have reached the point where we make it a real startup
and invest in its internationalisation. Data belongs to everyone, and thanks to the data platform we have developed, data will now be accessible to everyone,” he said.
Laura Avonius, VP, Innovation & Internationalisation of
Data Refinery, said, “First we commercialised our own
data with good results, and now we are providing this
service to others.”

WAN-IFRA REPORT
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Data Refinery, which at its founding had 15
data experts, combines data from various
sources including Suomi24, Aller’s subscriber
database, and consumer target groups based
on data from Aller’s partners. Those target
groups reflect Finns’ interests and purchase
intentions. Data Refinery uses data enrichment
features to monitor online behavior.
“We are gathering more and more GDPR-approved data from companies and customers,
and tracking users, in a legally-sanctioned
fashion, of course. The data enables more effective marketing, since messages can be communicated at the right time and via the right channel,” said Aalto-Setälä. He added, “Those data
skills are one reason our weeklies [magazines]
are doing extremely well – we have an excellent
understanding of our readers’ behavior.”
Another interesting fact about Data Refinery
is that it makes its data available to external
customers, including media companies that
would traditionally be viewed as competitors.
Aller claims to be the first media company in
Finland to commercialise its data for external
use, and it has gained major Finnish brands as
customers.
The data team received funding from Google’s
Digital News Initiative to develop a new tool for
data visualisation and diverse use of data. The
tool is intended to make the use of data easier
and more accessible on a global scale. Also,
Aller’s team has partnered with several media
companies in Finland to create a shared video
advertising platform.
Internally, Aller’s research and data teams
are developing algorithms to further understand user behavior and to discern potential
purchase intent by interpreting the data. As
the company has been learning from data
and developing tools for better analysis, the
company’s media sales team’s offering has also
evolved from print-only to online ads such as
banners and other display ads and from there

16
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to programmatic (online auction-based advertising),
rich media, pre-targeting, re-targeting and customised
solutions. Overall, this has enabled the media sales team
to grow its online advertising sales.
The data team’s success was made possible by the company leadership’s encouragement of experimentation
and risk-taking.

Idealista and Baana –
personalised websites
Aller executives set themselves the goal of reducing the
company’s dependence on social media platforms. The
company did that by combining its employees’ core competency – high-quality journalistic content from various
brands and blogs – with its in-house data and analytics
expertise. The result was a new product that provided
a novel type of personalisation. The product, Idealista,
was a lifestyle website that combined several of Aller’s
existing brands with content from various nationally
popular blogs. The website adjusted the content, layout,
and content recommendations on the basis of the user’s
preferences and online behavior.
Advertising opportunities on Idealista arose from the
capability to recognise the behavior and interests of
target segments in real time, thanks to Data Refinery
and consumer data from Suomi24. Data could be used
to target messages to specific audiences at specific times.
Thus the company did not need to share data or rely on
third parties such as social media platforms.
The new website showed so much potential that in 2017
a similar product, Baana, was launched, targeted at a
different customer segment: male consumers. (It should
be noted that both Idealista and Baana have been deactivated since this report was first written. The explanation
was that they were closely linked to specific monthly
magazines, and those magazine titles were sold.)

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

Becoming ‘the lead
agency for brands’
In the past 10 years or so,
media companies have
discovered a niche that
in many cases has proved
lucrative: providing digital
marketing services to businesses. Publishers use their
expertise in implementing
social media and other
digital tools to serve business clients. The operation
typically starts by leveraging the media company’s
contacts with advertisers
to sell them additional
services. Some publishers
create digital marketing
subsidiaries, while others
keep the activities in-house.
The extent to which they
sell their journalistic expertise also varies widely.

A new B2B unit leveraging
journalistic know-how and data
In Aller’s case, the company decided to create a service
unit that would provide client companies with journalistic expertise and guidance in their content strategies
by leveraging Aller’s data. The new unit, Aller Ideas, was
intended to become the client’s content-creation partner
(replacing the ad agency in the traditional arrangement)
as well as its content distribution channel, generating
new revenue opportunities. Aller Ideas carefully mapped
its competitive market and differentiated its value proposition from those of other marketing and advertising
agencies.

Aller Ideas is 
focused on pro
ducing website
content – and
print magazines –
for customers.

PROACTIVE STRATEGY
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Goal: leadership in
social media services
A prime goal for Aller Ideas was to become a
market leader in providing social media services to businesses. Management considered
two possible paths toward that goal: create and
staff an internal business unit, or acquire an
existing company with a strong track record in
the field. Weighing against the option of creating an internal unit were several factors:

WW Since many digital skills were relatively new,
there were not many specialists around –
and it was seen as difficult to convince them
to join a legacy publisher, for many reasons.

WW Finding, hiring and training people can be
time-consuming and expensive in any case.

WW The new staff members would need managers who were up to speed on the latest
technologies as well.
On the other hand, if Aller Ideas acquired one
or more existing companies, it could face a
formidable challenge in integrating those companies – which would certainly be startups or
at least relatively young enterprises – into the
Aller corporate culture.
Acquisition route taken: After careful consideration, the managers decided to take the
acquisition route. Thus Aller acquired the then
five-year-old Finnish marketing communications agency Dingle, which specialised in social
media services for companies. Aller CEO Pauli
Aalto-Setälä commented at the time: “We have
already differentiated ourselves by owning Finland’s biggest online community, Suomi24, in
addition to our magazine brands. Through this
acquisition, we will expand our expertise to all
other aspects of social media, and we will help
companies better serve their customers online.”

18
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The challenge of integration: The acquisition made
sense, but as anticipated, integrating the corporate cultures proved a challenge. Dingle had a strong culture of
its own, so in a first step toward integration, Aller managers worked to build a strong relationship with Dingle’s
CEO. They also took the time needed to build a shared
vision with Dingle. At first, the new acquisition continued to pursue its day-to-day business relationships
more or less independently from Aller. The two companies cross-sold one another’s services when pitching to
potential clients, and then gradually found synergies and
created new service offerings.
Aller revised its organisational structure so that it
explicitly included Dingle and, more specifically, so
the structure prioritised social media and marketing
services. In 2016 Dingle was merely a part of marketing
services, while in 2017 it became a clearly defined part
of the company’s B2B services. Moreover, Dingle’s CEO
was appointed as the new B2B director at Aller. Those
changes clearly signaled how resources were shifting
along with priorities, and they highlight the role of the
acquired company in Aller’s overall digital strategy. It
was only after having laid the foundations, in terms of
both vision and work methods, that they moved into
common office premises.
Acquiring a company to strengthen the capabilities of
the new business unit entailed a certain amount of risk,
but the time invested in the integration paid off. The
acquisition of Dingle played a large role in the increase
in revenue from marketing services. In 2016 Dingle grew
substantially and was nominated as the year’s best digital agency by an advertising/marketing trade journal.
Print remains important: Despite the prominence
of Dingle’s social media marketing in the corporate
structure, it should be noted that there is a substantial
print aspect to Aller Ideas’ business. It produces printed
magazines for corporate customers, for instance, such as
the Vepsalainen chain of furniture stores. “We build the
whole content platform for them, which consists of both
mobile and print. So the print aspect is there, and I am
not aiming to change that,” Aalto-Setälä said.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

Being data-driven requires
changing company culture
For a legacy publishing company with deep
roots in print, going as far beyond its core business as Aller has done is not a simple matter.
To get started in the data analytics business,
it made a substantial investment to acquire
Suomi24 – necessary to get ownership of a
sufficient volume of consumer data – built up
its internal data team over the better part of a
decade, and then spun the operation off into a
subsidiary, Data Refinery.

“It’s important that people are autonomous – that they manage themselves to
a large degree, and that they are really
accountable. We have learned how to give
power to the employees so they are more
like independent actors who work for different managers depending on the tasks
they are executing. We aim for a collaborative culture rather than a hierarchical
one; that is the best way to keep people.

The skills required for data analytics are completely different from those needed to publish
printed magazines, of course, and the corporate cultures surrounding those operations
could hardly be more dissimilar as well. How
do Aller managers cope with the situation?
How do they attract and keep talented software
developers, for instance, at a legacy publishing company? Aller CEO Pauli Aalto-Setälä
responded as follows:

“But we have to accept the fact that the
most talented people do not stay with a
company as long as they used to. So we
are happy if we can keep top talent for,
say, four years – although that timespan
seems to get a little bit shorter every year!
Then, if we don’t have the kind of job at
Aller in Finland or Norway or Sweden or
Denmark that they need to move into to
advance themselves, we let them go. It
was a difficult realisation initially, but it is
very important that there is a lot of flexibility and new people coming in, and then
we let people build their careers at other
companies.

“That is a very important question,
because success depends so heavily on employees – their knowledge, their abilities. We work hard
to find the right people and keep
them. My biggest challenge is to
build a culture at our company
that makes it an attractive place
to work. The only good thing
about those big GAFA [Google/
Amazon/Facebook/Apple] companies, those digital monopolies, is
that people usually work for only
two years in those companies before leaving. We try to keep them
a bit longer by creating a culture
that is attractive to them.

PROACTIVE STRATEGY

“In Finland we don’t have large Google
or Facebook organisations, so our major competitors for digital personnel are
game companies such as Rovio [best
known for the ‘Angry Birds’ video game],
major banks, and Finnair.”
(For the complete Q&A with Aalto-Setälä,
please see the next page.)
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‘If I can admit mistakes,
my people can too’
Aller Media Finland
CEO Pauli Aalto-Setälä
spoke with WAN-IFRA
Managing Editor Anton
Jolkovski this spring
about digital transformation, diversification,
and a bad investment
that catalysed culture
change.
[Editor’s note: In June 2019 Aalto-Setälä
resigned his post to accept the position of
Managing Director of Dentsu Aegis Network Ltd., a global marketing services
group.]

What are your long-term goals
for Aller Media Finland? How do
you envisage the company in
five or 10 years?
We have transformed ourselves from a magazine company to a diversified business group
with a data agency and marketing companies,
but we are still also in the media business with
our weekly magazines. So we are quite different than we were seven years ago when we
started this transformation. And in five to 10
years, I strongly believe we will have even more
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Pauli
Aalto-Setälä
CEO
Aller Media Finland

digital platforms. The overall trend is toward platforms
and technology, and we are building more meeting
points where people can connect and be informed and
entertained. I believe in a platform-based scenario for
the future of our company.

Could you describe your
progress toward that future?
Seiska [an entertainment title] is the biggest weekly
magazine in Finland. It is going in a very digital direction and we have built a new mobile platform for entertainment here in Finland. For years we saw the weeklies’
business decline, but last year we had the first year when
our weeklies actually grew; both revenue and EBITDA
were bigger than they had been. And all the B2B businesses involved with our weekly’s website are growing
rapidly. They are now making millions. They used to
make a couple of thousands five years ago.
In our marketing businesses, we aim to be the lead
agency for brands, because we believe the knowledge we
have built up is the best available, as are our prices and
variety of services. Nowadays you can even buy a Facebook advertisement from our companies – Facebook and
we are not such big enemies in that area.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

The third area is the data business. We are
gathering more and more GDPR-approved data
from companies and customers, and tracking
users, in a legally-approved fashion, of course.
The data enables more effective marketing,
since messages can be communicated at the
right time and via the right channel.

What percentage of your total
revenue comes from digital
operations as opposed to print?
At Aller Media Finland it’s 40 percent, and at
Aller Norway it’s even higher. They bought the
second-largest tabloid in the country, Dagbladet, which is one of the brightest digital media
cases in the Nordic countries. So these two
countries are today very digital and I think that
will grow. However, the print products we still
have are doing fine. They are not collapsing,
and they are not declining any more, so we are
investing more to keep our audiences happy –
with print as well.

How much do you hope digital will
contribute in five years’ time?
I think growth is slowing in that regard, because we are
doing a lot of publishing for external clients, brands.
We build the whole content platform for them, which
consists of both mobile and print. So the print aspect
is there, and I am not aiming to change that. To answer
your question, in five years digital might reach about 50
percent of total revenue, but probably not much more.

How do you attract and keep talented
digital people on your staff – developers and the like?
That is a very important question, because success depends so heavily on employees – their knowledge, their
abilities. We work hard to find the right people and keep
them. My biggest challenge is to build a culture at our
company that makes it an attractive place to work. The
only good thing about those big GAFA [Google/Amazon/
Facebook/Apple] companies, those digital monopolies, is
that people usually work for only two years in those companies before leaving. We try to keep them a bit longer
by creating a culture that is attractive to them.

Some recent monthly
statistics for the entire Aller Media Finland network, including Suomi24, Treffit
(dating), and the Seiska, Katso and Telvis
(TV listings) sites: 2.7
million unique visitors
and 72 million page
views; visits from 57%
of all internet users
in Finland; and 4
minutes average visit
duration.

INTERVIEW WITH THE CEO
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It’s important that people are autonomous –
that they manage themselves to a large degree,
and that they are really accountable. We have
learned how to give power to the employees
so they are more like independent actors who
work for different managers depending on the
tasks they are executing. We aim for a collaborative culture rather than a hierarchical one;
that is the best way to keep people.
But we have to accept the fact that the most
talented people do not stay with a company as
long as they used to. So we are happy if we can
keep top talent for, say, four years – although
that timespan seems to get a little bit shorter
every year! Then, if we don’t have the kind of
job at Aller in Finland or Norway or Sweden
or Denmark that they need to move into to
advance themselves, we let them go. It was a
difficult realisation initially, but it is very important that there is a lot of flexibility and new
people coming in, and then we let people build
their careers at other companies.
In Finland we don’t have large Google or Facebook organisations, so our major competitors
for digital personnel are game companies such
as Rovio [best known for the ‘Angry Birds’
video game], major banks, and Finnair.

How about alternative revenue
sources – areas outside publishing, outside media altogether,
where you can apply your resources and expertise to generate income?
Our media business is still strong and we are
proud of that, but in every country we have
other assets as well. At one point we set ourselves the goal of deriving 40 percent of our
revenue from new business areas within five
years’ time. At the group level we have made a
big push into marketing services. All told we
have acquired 15 marketing agencies.
In Denmark we are a major provider of travel
services. Some time ago we realised that the
information in our database of weekly and
monthly magazine subscribers could be readily
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repurposed to help meet people’s travel needs. So seven
years ago we evaluated the market for travel services,
acquired a major agency, and started to use our media
outlets to market services. At Aller in Denmark today,
travel brings in more revenue than publishing does. So
that’s one of those new directions we have chosen very
successfully.
In Finland we don’t have an events business, but in Norway and Denmark we do. They are nice examples of new
business areas, using in-house skill sets and databases.
They’re doing fine, but they are not really major revenue
sources.
In Finland we built up our data capabilities massively and created an independent company called Data
Refinery, which sells its services to external companies,
including other media companies. Those data skills
are one reason our weeklies are doing extremely well
– we have an excellent understanding of our readers’
behavior.
But I have made mistakes too. Our biggest failed attempt
to create a new revenue stream involved producing hard
(alcoholic) cider. At the group level we were challenged
to start new business ventures, and we in the Finnish
company thought we could make better cider than those
already on the market. That was seven years ago.
From the business point of view it was a complete
failure; we lost a substantial amount of money, in the
six-figure range. We didn’t have the skill sets needed to
grow an alcoholic beverage business, and we won’t do
that kind of thing again. But for us, it was a very important step to take. It demonstrated that we can make some
mistakes, but we will still survive, close them down,
and start something new. For me it is a very important
thing to remember, because I have worked for media for
almost 30 years, including in the role of editor-in-chief,
and the culture makes it very difficult to admit mistakes
or to admit that you don’t know something.

So the failed cider venture served to
reduce the fear of failure, you mean?
Exactly. It is very easy to say it’s okay to fail, but in practice, it is very difficult to handle the shame and so on.
Now, I’m proud of that mistake. To everyone who asks
who was responsible for that decision, I say I was the
one. If I can admit my own foolishness, then I can expect
my people to do that too.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

“For us, [the failed business venture] was a very
important step to take. It demonstrated that we
can make some mistakes, but we will still survive,
close them down, and start something new.”
Pauli Aalto-Setälä, Chief Executive Officer, Aller Media Finland
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‘Experiment, evaluate, learn,
and act – then repeat the process’
Aller Media Finland
Director of Media Business Elina Schüller
spoke with WAN-IFRA
Director of Insights
Dean Roper earlier this
year about the company’s transformation.
Schüller is in charge of
all aspects of the company’s consumer magazines.

You joined Aller Media Finland
about two and a half years ago –
is that correct?
Yes. I started as content director and after we
sold our monthlies, our board decided that
because we had fewer print products, it would
make sense to put them under one person’s
control. Then my colleague who was in charge
of B2C and B2B sales left the company, and I
became director of the entire media business.
A key factor was the fact that I had worked for
tabloids for my entire career before I came to
Aller.
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Had the company started on a
digital transformation journey before
you arrived?
Our CEO had recognised the need to take action, and
had made acquisitions such as the discussion platform
Suomi24 and the digital marketing company Dingle. But
we still had legacy media that, even though they continued to make lots of money, were clearly declining, along
with the entire media market. So something had to be
done to insure our future – a digital future – and work
started at about that time. Seiska was the primary focus,
since it is most likely one of the most profitable media
brands in Finland.

What was your role in getting this
journey under way?
From my experience in news media I brought ideas
about how working methods needed to be revamped in
order to build a digital future; about necessary developments in products and content; and about focusing on
customers rather than products.
At that time Aller was very closely tied to its legacy. And
most of the people who worked here had been here for
somewhere around 20 years. There had been very few
newcomers in the media business.
It was a bit difficult and it caused some pain to change
the ways people work, since Seiska was still very profitable. But we had to do it, to inspire these people and
show them the future beyond the next month’s or year’s
time. We needed to look five years down the road, to see
where we were going and prepare for that.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND

Elina Schüller
Director of Media
Business
Aller Media Finland

How was the roadmap
drawn up?
The vision came from our CEO, Pauli Aalto-Setälä, but he needed someone to bring it
to life, so I, our COO, Teemu Puurunen, and
our IT director, Juha Kuokka, started to work
closely together. We set up cross-border teams.
For instance, we have a digital media business
team that includes experts from IT, from the
editorial side, from B2B, from marketing and
from design, and they started to draw the
roadmap and describe the tasks that they saw
would help us on the way.
We hold steering meetings where we directors
give the teams advice and make the decisions
they cannot make. We have empowered the
teams to make decisions that don’t involve
spending money or adding resources. For those
kinds of decisions they have to ask us.
And everything they do has to be aimed in the
direction we have envisioned. We of course
evaluate everything, to see what works and
what doesn’t. We work in an agile way not only
in IT but also in business.

So we don’t have a set of fixed plans – we experiment,
evaluate, learn, take action, and then repeat the process.
That’s the way we started working.

You’re talking about culture change, of
course. Is there one thing that you can
point to that’s been a successful tactic
in creating culture change? Is it a matter of communicating the vision you’re
talking about, spelling it out?
I think it was creating an overall strategy and common
goals. At Aller, managers and staff were used to working
toward their own specific goals – B2B goals, B2C goals,
and editorial goals, such as increasing market share,
for example. But I started setting common goals across
my management team. Each team member was evaluated based on total growth and progress toward those
common goals. Managers started working together more
and started to leave their comfort zones. They started
to learn more about one another’s work. At first they
thought this was just ‘nice to know,’ but they gradually
realised how everything they do affects other parts of
the business.

Q&A WITH THE DIRECTOR OF MEDIA BUSINESS
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Another big development was bringing data analytics to the forefront. We started making decisions and taking actions based on data rather
than assumptions. We had built our own data
capabilities, but they were used quite little in
the media business. We started measuring how
well our direct marketing campaigns worked
in the long term, for instance – how many subscribers stuck with us for three or four months
or longer. So the analysis went deeper.

How can you see the results of
the changes reflected quantitatively?
We can see three improvements in terms of
measurable results. For one thing, Seiska is
doing better than the overall market is doing –
a lot better. We have managed to increase our
subscriber numbers, which in the media landscape of 2019 is no small achievement. That’s a
good measure of our success.
Secondly, the development work we have put
into Seiska’s digital presence, the website, has
paid off. We haven’t stared at the statistics, because we know the numbers don’t mean money.
But we have turned the revenue graph into a
‘hockey stick’ form, and it has continued to rise
for many months rather than peaking and then
declining.
And the third factor is how satisfied people
are with their work. Staff motivation and work
satisfaction are improving. People feel they are
getting better at what they do and are creating
more value for the company at the same time.

How much of your total revenue comes
from digital operations?
In the media business we are getting close to 30 percent
of our revenue from digital, the rest from print. Most of
our digital revenue comes from advertising but some is
from subscriptions, since it also includes our dating service, which is based on digital subscriptions. Ad revenue
is mostly programmatic, from display ads, but branded
content is starting to grow in importance.
The work on Seiska’s development has increased its
value, though, and in the past six months we have convinced a couple of the biggest advertisers in Finland that
we are the place where they can reach the masses, where
they can reach people who go to supermarkets and buy
shopping carts full of things for their daily lives.

I assume that most of the traffic comes
from mobile.
Yes, most of it comes from mobile. We have done a lot of
development work on the mobile experience. Just two
years ago desktop was still hugely important, but mobile
has increased steadily.

Do you have dedicated apps for those
brands you mentioned?
No, we don’t. Only a beta version of an app for our dating
service has gone live. Our thinking is that we need to
have enough direct traffic before we start building apps.
Users need to be so heavily engaged with one of our
products that they are actually willing to download the
app. We want to do apps, but we are taking a long-term
approach to this – one step at a time.

Back to advertising for a moment. I
assume your editorial structure needed to be revised as part of the digital
transformation, but how about your ad
sales teams?
Nowadays our sales teams are focused on certain
brands. We made that change about four months ago.
Previously, they were selling across brands, but that
didn’t work as well as we wanted it to. So we decided
that it might be best to have focused sales teams for
Seiska and Suomi24, and that has brought us really good
results. There are clear signs that it was a very good
change.
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Where does Aller Media Finland
stand with regard to paid digital
content? Do you envisage paid
content for some parts of your
online publications?
Yes, we do, which is why we have an experiment going on. We have started to put some
of Seiska’s biggest and most tempting news
behind a ‘registration wall’ so users have to
register, with their email address, to read it.
We see that as a first phase that will tell us
what kinds of content and services users want
so much that they are willing to give their
email address and sign in. In the next phase,
once we see what they might be willing to pay
for, we will start looking into payment for content. That might happen this year, or it might
happen next year. At any rate, we definitely see
that there are possibilities.

What is the biggest challenge you face
at the moment?
What we were just talking about: how to get people to
pay for content. We know that ad revenues will not grow
indefinitely, so looking at the future of media, we see that
there must be a decision to charge users for content. But
how will we do that?
That poses the biggest challenge, because Finland is a
small market and language area, so we are a bit worried
about whether there is enough money to go around for
all the brands. Also, Seiska is working really well in print
and will be one of the longest-living brands as a printed
product, but for how long? So how can we monetise it
digitally?

Q&A WITH THE DIRECTOR OF MEDIA BUSINESS
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Were there significant numbers
of layoffs and departures in the
past two years because of the
transformation? And I assume
that as part of your investment
in data, you are hiring people
with new skill sets.
We have 220 employees at this point and yes,
we have had some layoffs, about 15 in total.
Some of those were in our television content
department, which was still kind of old-fashioned when I arrived.
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Since I had worked at tabloid newspapers that also had
TV guides, I saw the ways we could run that operation
more efficiently. We had a new CMS that automates a lot
of the handling of the EPG [electronic program guide]
data, so we didn’t need so many people there.
About 25 people who were working at the four monthlies
moved to the company that purchased those titles. Some
magazine editors moved to Aller Ideas, which publishes
magazines for external clients.
We are focusing on hiring the skills we need. We did not
do those layoffs just to save money, but to invest in the
skill sets we need for our future: data analysis, IT, architecture and product owners, for example.

ALLER MEDIA FINLAND
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